
 
 
 

                FALL 2015 

                             MATH 137 
                                             PRE-STATISTICS   

      ALGEBRA   
 
 

SECTION: 0406      MW 12:10-01:40 PM      CMS 128              LOS ANGELES MISSION COLLEGE 
                                                TTH 12:10-01:30 PM     CMS 128  

Instructor Info:  Instructor:  Yoon Yun 
Email:             yunyh@lamission.edu 
Phone:            (818) 364-7691 
Web Site:       http://lamission.edu/~yunyh 
Office:             CMS 124, Office #133 

  Office Hours:   MW 1:45 - 4:00 pm & TTh 1:45 - 2:15 pm 

 

Text & Courseware: The textbook for Math 137 is online and free through the Open Learning Initiative (OLI). 
The directions on how to access the OLI materials will be provided on the first day of class.  

 In addition to the text, you need to purchase the Math 137 workbook from the bookstore.   
You also need a subscription to StatCrunch, a web-based statistical software, which can 
be purchased at: http://www.statcrunch.com/get-access/ 

 

Prerequisite:              A grade of C or better in math 112, or appropriate skill level demonstrated through the         
                                       math placement process.   

                                         

Important Dates: Last day to add full term (16-week) classes in person:  September 11   
Last day to drop without receiving a “W” (By Internet Only):    September 13  
Last day to drop with a “W” (By Internet Only):               November 22  

  Final Exam:      Monday, Dec 14, 12:30 - 2:30 pm 
 

Course Description:   Math 137 is a new class created to address the increasing demand of students needing 
statistics. The class includes topics from Beginning Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, as well 
as some beginning statistics. This class should better prepare students for Statistics than 
our traditional Math 115/125 sequence. However, this class should not be taken by 
Math/Science/Business/Nursing majors. This class does not satisfy the math requirement 
for the AA degree. To earn your AA degree, you must complete Math 227 Statistics. 

 

Course Structure:     Math 137 is NOT a traditional lecture based course. Students are expected to study the 
topics that would normally be presented in class (including the lecture) outside of class 
time.  This frees class time up to focus on discussion, collaborative work, and engagement 
with other activities that are traditionally done outside of class. More specifically, during 
class students will work in groups on activities and problems that introduce and motivate 
the concepts in each of the course topics and/or review course topics and skills. After each 
course topic is introduced through our in-class group-work and BEFORE we introduce the 
next topic, the student is expected to work through the online materials (lecture content, 
questions, activities, checkpoints, and/or labs) outside of class. 
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KEY ELEMENTS OF MATH 137 
 

Critical Thinking and Growth Mindset:  
One of the main goals of math 137 will be to develop real world critical thinking skills. Remember 
intelligence, critical thinking, and math proficiency are not fixed quantities. Even if you think of yourself as 
not a math person, you are not stuck in this mindset. Our brains can grow and change. Any student can 
become a critical thinker. It just takes effort and the belief that we can change. Therefore there will be 
“exploring” exercises in almost every class, that help us not only develop critical thinking skills, but will help 
us understand algebra and statistics at a much higher level. 

 

Productive Persistence: 
Studies show that students who are allowed to struggle and work through problems do much better in the 
long run than those who are given the answers right away. With this in mind, you will be expected to work 
hard and figure out material during activities. You will eventually get the answers, but I will not always give 
you answers to questions right away. I know this is hard on you, but we have seen huge gains in problem 
solving and critical thinking skills because we allow you to struggle some. Think of it this way. In the 
workplace, your employer is going to ask you to be able to work through situations and figure things out on 
your own. In real life, you do not have someone with an answer key standing by to help you. 
 

In-class discovery based activities: 
In most math courses, you listen to a lecture and then go home and try to do problems that are similar to 
what the teacher taught in lecture. Math 137 is a little different. The emphasis of the course is not to do 
problems by yourself for homework. Instead, you will be expected to work with your fellow students to 
solve problems during class. Also the activities are meant to challenge you and teach you the topics at a 
higher level. In other words, the in-class activities are really the most important part of the class. That is 
where the real learning begins. 
 

Reading/Writing/Presenting: 
The goal in Math 137 is to teach you to apply Algebra and Statistics to the world around you. The study of 
Statistics is really the study of information. Employer’s number one request is that their employees can look 
over information, critically think to help find a solution, and then be able to present their solutions in written 
reports and verbal form. With that being said Math 137 will incorporate a lot of reading, writing assignments 
and verbal presentations to your classmates. 
 

 

Student Learning Outcomes:  Upon completion of this course, a successful student will be able to: 
  

Construct, evaluate, and analyze mathematical models, specifically linear and exponential 
functions, to represent relationships in quantitative data at a 70% proficiency level.  

 

 

HW and Classwork The bulk of your assignment points are given during class when you do in-class activities. 
If, for any reason, you arrive to class late, miss class, leave class early, or do not work 
diligently on the problems or material assigned, you will lose your classwork points for the 
day. Your homework will usually be to go through some of the on-line material, complete 
the “Learn by Doing” exercises, take notes in your OLI journal, and a checkpoint quiz, and 
finish any in-class activities. I may collect your OLI journal on the day of the test. The OLI 
checkpoint quizzes are automatically graded and the grades are sent to me every day as 
well as how many of the OLI learn by doing exercises you have done. If you are absent, 
work through the OLI material and take the checkpoint quiz. Then try some of the 

activities. However, I do NOT accept any late assignments. It is vital to your success in the 
class, that you do all the problems and material assigned before the test. It is very difficult 
to pass exams if you have not worked through the material. Additional assignments will be 
assigned throughout the semester. Assignments, Activities, OLI journal, and OLI 
Checkpoint Quizzes are worth 20% of your grade in the class. 

 

 

 

 



 

Projects/Presentations: You are required to do three large applied projects with real world applications of the  
                                     material we have learned. The first project will be to write a data analysis report (chapter 

2). The second project will be to make a Power Point project on the topic of Linear and 
Nonlinear modeling (chapters 3 & 4). The last project will be a group project which will 
analyze two way tables with probability (chapter 5). Each project will be worth 5% of your 
grade, so projects and presentations will be worth 15% of your grade in the class.  

 

Quizzes: We will have regular quizzes at the start of the class on the assigned OLI reading and 
activities. You may use your OLI journal for all in class quiz. Late quizzes will not be 
accepted. So, if you are late for the class, you will receive zero for that quiz. 

 

Tests: There will be 4 tests during the semester. The tests will be cumulative and include 
problems similar to those from previous tests. If the final exam score is higher than the 
lowest score of the tests, it will be used to replace the lowest test score. There will be no 
make-up tests given without prior authorization or an official medical notice. 

 

Final: A comprehensive final exam will be given on Monday, December 14, 12:30-2:30pm. There 
are no make-ups for the final and all students must take the final exam in order to pass the 
class.  

 

Grading:    Homework & Classwork  20 % 
Projects/Presentations:            15 % 
Quizzes:      5 % 
Tests:         40 %    
Final:             20 % 

 

 

Grading scales: Letter grades will be determined by your overall percentage in the course: 
A = 90%-100%  
B = 80%-89% 
C = 70%-79% 
D = 60%-69% 
F =   0%-59% 
 

For borderline cases, attendance, participation, and level of improvement on the final are 
considered. 
  

 

Calculators:  You will need a statistics calculator.  Cell phone, Ipods, and graphing calculators are not 
allowed on exams. 
 

 

Attendance:  Attendance is not part of your grade but it is a crucial part of learning and a major factor in 
your success. You may be excluded if you have an excessive number of unexcused 
absences or tardiness but it is your responsibility to drop the class if you do not want to 
continue. Please do not assume that I will necessarily exclude you. 

 

 

Withdrawals:  If you stop attending the class (or wish to drop a class) on or before November 22rd, 2015, 

you must drop the class yourself – officially – by Internet or through the Office of 
Admissions and Records. Failure to do so may result in a grade of “F” in the class. Please 
take note of important dates noted above. The procedures for dropping classes are 
detailed on page 48 of the Fall 2015, Schedule of Classes. 

 

 

Three Attempt Limit:   A new state policy in effect as of Summer 2012 limits students to 3 attempts per course. 

Receiving a grade or a "W" for a course counts as an attempt, regardless of when the 

course was taken. Withdrawal by September 13, 2015 to avoid a "W" will not count as an 
attempt.  



 

Standards of student conduct:  
Dishonesty, such as cheating, knowingly furnishing false information to instructors and 
college personnel, turning in work that is not one’s own (plagiarism) will be grounds for 
disciplinary action at LAMC according to the Standards of Student Conduct. The penalty 
may range from no credit for the assignment up to an “F” 

 

 

Class comportment:    

 All students are expected to arrive on time. Late arrivals are disruptive to both the 
instructor and students.  Once seated, do not leave the room until dismissed.   Such 
comings and goings are also disruptive.  

 Cell phone must be turned off or on silent mode and kept out of sight while in class. Cell 
phone ringing and text messaging create distractions.  No cell phones or other electronic 
devices should be used during the class.  

 Students are encouraged to ask questions and make comments on the lecture material. 
This should be done in a courteous manner by raising one’s hand and being recognized. 
Side conversations between students that disrupt the flow of the lecture will not be 
tolerated.  

 Students are responsible for managing their academic workload. Should a student 
decide to stop attending class it is their responsibility to drop the class. All students 
appearing on the grade roster will receive a grade regardless of whether they are 
attending classes or not.  

 

 

Support & Resources: Free tutoring and other academic resources such as math textbooks, calculators, and  
computers with internet access are available at the Math Center located in the CMS 121.   
The hours of operation for Fall 2015:      Monday thru Thursday 10:00 am-8:00 pm &  
                                                                  Friday thru Saturday    10:00 am-4:00 pm. 
For more information, call (818)364-7811 or visit http://lamission.edu/mathcenter/.    
 
STEM resources including academic counseling and advisement are available through Los 
Angeles Mission College STEM program.  For more information, call (818) 833-3425 or 
visit http://lamission.edu/stem/.  
 
 
 

Accommodations for DSPS students:  
LAMC students with verified disabilities who are requesting academic accommodations 
should use the following procedure:  
 

 Step 1: Obtain documentation of your disability from a licensed professional. You may 
contact DSPS to request a Disability Verification Form. 
 

 Step 2: Make an appointment to meet with a DSPS Specialist to review your 
documentation and discuss reasonable accommodations.  To schedule a meeting, 
please call DSPS at (818)364-7732. 

 

 Step 3: Bring your disability documentation to your DSPS appointment. The DSPS office 
is located in room 1018 of the Instructional Building. 

 
 

 Step 4: Each semester, reach written accommodation agreement with the DSPS 
Specialist and your instructor.  

 

Ple To be most effective, students should complete this process by the end of the 3rd week of 
the semester. Tests with required accommodations must be taken at the DSPS office. 
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Please note:  This class does not satisfy the AA requirement but successful completion of the 
subsequent Statistics course (Math 227) will satisfy both the AA degree and transfer 
requirements.  

 
The only class that you would be eligible to take will be Math 227 (Statistics).  

 
If you choose to change your major or take any other transfer level math classes you will 
have to take Math 115 and Math 125. 
 
Some courses in the Physical and Biological Sciences selection of the General Education 
degree requirement have a prerequisite of Math 115 or Math 125. You will not be able to  
take those courses. The following courses do not have a math requirement and you are 
eligible to take any of these courses:  

 
Physical and Biological Sciences:  
 
Section A:  Astronomy 1 and 5, Geography 1 and 15, Physical Science 1 and 14  

 
Section B:  Anatomy 1, Anthropology 101, Biology 3, Physiology 1  

 
 

 

TAKE PRIDE IN HOW FAR YOU HAVE COME, AND HAVE FAITH IN HOW FAR YOU CAN GO!  -CHRISTIAN LARSON 


